Referee Reminders – Tuesday, 10/16
Tomorrow is the final day for Session 1. The matches will take longer, so we must remain diligent
about time management!
Before returning your notebook, please remove all score sheets and place them in the
basket. Also, throw away any trash that has been left in the book (used line-up sheets and
libero tracking sheets, etc.).
 Shirt for Monday: New Maroon HWSG Polo
 Playing Rules

 As we start bracket play, the better teams are going to expect blatant ball handling
violations to be called—especially in the Blue and Red brackets of the 50s and 60s age
divisions. Specifically, if a team chooses to send the ball across the net with two hands, it
should be “clean”—you can be more lenient with double hits on a second contact that stays
on that team’s side.
 Mobile Entry

 Unfortunately Mobile Entry is not working reliably. If you are at one of the schools, text your
scores to the HWSG phone (402-669-9275). If you are at Grafton, give your scoresheet to
Cherie, and she will take care of it.
 Match Format

 All matches on Tuesday will be best 2 of 3! Blank deciding set scoresheets will be in your
binder to use as needed. Be sure to turn in both sheets if a deciding set is required.
 Dixie Center

 At the Dixie Center, the notebooks on the table will only have the scoresheets for the first
one or two matches. Scoresheets will be printed as needed as matches are completed.
Please be sure to bring your scoresheet back immediately after your match is over so the
next scoresheet can be printed.
 Off-Sites

 The scoresheets for all matches are included in the notebooks, but the team names will not
be listed for some matches. If you have questions about who should be playing in a match,
call or text the HWSG phone (402-669-9275) to confirm that the correct teams are playing.
 Bracket sheets and a list of matches for each court will be in the notebooks. Put these on
the table so you and the teams can refer to them.
 Several of you are working 2 or 3 matches at an off-site and then coming to the Dixie
Center. We tried to leave plenty of time for transitioning, but let Sue or Rachael know if you
will not make your first match at the Dixie Center.
 Work Teams

 For most of the matches after the first match on each court, the loser of the previous match
will stay and ref. You will need to remind the teams of this before the match begins!
 If your court changes from one bracket to the next, a work team for that bracket will most
likely be assigned. However, do not let your losing team leave until you are sure you have
another work team!

